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Weinhold Legal assisted with successful ICO (initial coin offering) for Cryptelo
Weinhold Legal provided comprehensive legal advice to Cryptelo s.r.o. in the preparation
and successful implementation of the issue of its own cryptographic CRL under the socalled ICO - initial coin offer. Cryptelo s.r.o. deals with the encryption of data for the
commercial sphere with the highest level of security. The resources obtained at ICO are
used to further develop its products. The public phase of the ICO ended on 30th April,
2018, with the acquisition of digital resources to the satisfaction of the client.
Weinhold Legal provided complex legal services to assess all related regulatory issues
and prepared contractual documentation.
The Weinhold Legal team was led by a partner Martin Lukáš, in cooperation with
attorney-at-law Vladimír Petráček and associate lawyer Matěj Večeřa.
You can find more information about the ICO on the client's website here and interview
with the ICO client here.
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2017 awards, held under the auspices of the Minister of Justice of the Czech Republic and the Czech Bar Association.
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